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First off, regarding the embouchure, to get the biggest, 
most open sound possible, adjust your embouchure 
so that your mouth (lower jaw) is a bit open (compare 
your mouth position between saying “Oooh” and saying 
“Ahhh”). Obviously if your mouth is too open, your 
higher notes will break-up and drop an octave lower (as 
if you weren’t using the octave key). That’s an extreme, 
but another extreme would be using too tight of an 
embouchure (too tight of jaw pressure) where you would 
be sort of “pinching” the mouthpiece with your jaw, 
making the reed have a more difficult time vibrating, and 
constricting the air flow into the horn. you’ll notice that 
if you use too tight of an embouchure your pitch will be 
a little higher than normal, and your sound will be more 
muffled. So be sure that you lean a bit more on the open 
or “loose” side of things when it comes to fine-tuning 
your embouchure. Sure, you’ll sound slightly flat at first, 
but just push the mouthpiece on (forward) a little to help 
compensate.

Now that you have a slightly more open, more loose 
embouchure, you’ll notice that it’s easier to control your 
vibrato. Vibrato is the subtle changing of pitch. Typical 
vibrato goes up and down about 1/4 a note (or “half of 
a half-step”). Think of vibrato as a sound wave. You 
want it to be smooth and hill-like similar to a “sine wave” 
(shown in Figure A), not quick up and down like an edgy 
“saw wave” (shown in Figure B). You want to slowly 
release and then add lower lip pressure, changing the 
pitch down and then up (and back down again, etc.), 
thus creating a basic vibrato.

NEVER use a really fast or really heavy vibrato, that’s 
just too nasty! There’s a fine line between a nice, soulful 
vibrato and a really raunchy one. The best thing a player 
can do is listen to other professional saxophonists and 
emulating their vibrato style. And as always, be sure 
to develop your own style in the end! When practicing 
vibrato , work on your scales and practice whole notes 
with either eighth or quarter note vibrato speed. And as 
always, work through the entire range of the instrument 
whenever possible.

When it comes to breathing, it’s very simple, rather than 
using little breaths where you mainly just fill the top of 
your lungs (you can tell you’re doing this if your shoul-
ders go up when you inhale), try to breathe from your 
stomach area. This will let the bottom of the lungs fill up 
first, thus increasing your air capacity AND will provide 
natural support from your abdomen area (commonly 
refered to as the diaphragm muscle).
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C Whole-step/half-step diminished scale example.

C Half-step/whole-step diminished scale example.

There are endless styles of music out there, but if you can’t solo over 
the blues, I’m confident that you won’t be able to solo well over anything. 
There are different ways one can approach soloing over the twelve bar 
blues. The most common way is to just play the primary key’s blues 
scale. Example: If the twelve bar blues has the following changes (in D) 
D7 G7 D7 D7 G7 G7 D7 D7 A7 G7 D7 A7, the improviser can easily get 
away with just playing notes out of the D blues scale (shown on the next 
page). I recommend keeping things this simple for a while. You’ll eventu-
ally want to start incorporating the actual chord changes though to add 
more melodic/harmonic interest.

The blues is the key ingredient in all rock & roll soloing too. Learn the 
blues scale in all twelve keys AND learn the pentatonic scales as well.

I II III V VI of the major scale = a major pentatonic (and since it 
doesn’t include the 7th, it will work fine for dominant 7 as well). An exam-
ple: D major pentatonic = D E F# A B

I III IV V VII of the minor scale = a minor pentatonic. An example: D 
minor pentatonic = D F G A C

Don’t use the minor pentatonic scale when soloing in twelve bar blues 
though. Here’s an example of using pentatonic scales over twelve bar 
blues (in D)...

D E F# A  /  G A B D  /  D E F# A   /  D E F# A  /
G A B D  /  G A B D  /  D E F# A  /  D E F# A  /
A B C# E  /  G A B D  /  D E F# A  /  A B C# E

Remember to keep it simple. It’s not about how many notes you play, but 
the way you play the notes you choose to play! Just take your time, enjoy 
yourself, make good music, have a good time!!!

The diminished scale is an effective tool in music - it gives a somewhat minor feel, but has its own distinct sound. One of the best things about the diminished scale is its ease of use.

One form of a diminished scale results when you construct a scale by going up a whole-step, then a half-step, then a whole-step, etc., and is called a “whole-step/half-step” diminished (notated in the first example above). The other form goes via half-step, whole-step, half-step, etc. and is called “half-step/whole-step” diminished (notated in the second example).

You can play “whole-step/half-step” diminished over a minor chord and it will sound amazing! Examples: Play an “F# whole-step/half-step diminished” scale over an F#-7 chord, or play an “A whole-step/half-step diminished” scale over an A-7 chord, etc. The “half-step/whole-step” diminished scale works great over dominant 7 chords, but not as well over minor.

Below are two examples that will show how easy it is to create both types of dimin-ished scales. Pick any empty (white) note below from the “Whole-step/half-step diminished scale example” beneath, and use that note as the first note for that key - so if you pick Eb, that will be considered your root (or first note of a key), and just continue playing the rest of the notes, black notes included, and that will give you an Eb whole-step/half-step diminished scale, which is: Eb, F, Gb, Ab, A natural, B, C, D, Eb. Now do the same thing using the “Half-step/whole-step diminished scale example” below. For an example, we’ll start on an A, creating an A half-step/whole-step diminished, which is: A, Bb, C, Db, Eb, Fb, Gb, A (it’s sometimes easier to just think of Gb as an F, so if you feel it’s easier to work on this by crossing-out the Gb w/pencil and writing an F next to it, please feel free to do so).
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Excerpts from JAZZ SAXOPHONE - Everything JAZZ Sax Players Should Know! by Aaron Santee

Finding the Perfect Jazz Mouthpiece/Reed Combination!

For the jazz player, there are almost endless products out there that can combine to make some rather amazing (OR raun-

chy) sounds! When you think of the jazz saxophone’s tone, you usually can split the group into 3 basic sounds: a compact 

and edgy tone, a big and dark sound, and a big sound that has some edge to it. I honestly haven’t heard a sax sound differ-

ent from those three descriptions before, I suppose you could have a compact and dark sound, but I think that would be very 

unnatural sounding.

Some examples of “compact and edgy” would be Marc Russo and Kenny Garrett on alto. The way you achieve this tone is 

by finding a mouthpiece that has a relatively small tone chamber. If you want more edge, try a mouthpiece that has a higher 

baffle, or try an edgier sounding reed like a Marca Jazz, LaVoz or a Rico Plasticover.

To get a “big and dark” sound like Joe Lovano, George Garzone, Lester Young, Stan Getz, etc., try mouthpieces that have a 

very low roll-over baffle and a large chamber. I wouldn’t recommend going with a mouthpiece that has very narrow side rails 

to achieve this sound because that tends to brighten the tone a little. As for reeds, try some more classical reed types like 

Marca Excel, Vandoren blue box, Rico Royal, etc.

Now for a “big and edgy” sound, similar to Michael Brecker, David Sanborn, Nelson Rangell, Everette Harp, etc., look for a 

mouthpiece that has pretty narrow side rails, a high initial baffle, and a very large tone chamber. Look at some of your favor-

ite saxophonists’ websites to see the type of reeds they’re using before spending a lot of money on reeds via trial and error, 

but take into consideration that relatively bright reeds will most likely be a bad choice if you’re aiming for a big, warm sound. 

Likewise, a dark, more classical reed will make for a darker sound (not usually the best choice if you’re aiming for a bright, 

edgy sound). It would be a good idea to consult your saxophone instructor before ordering reeds.

Finding the Perfect Jazz Saxophone!

The same can be said of certain model saxophones. You can find horns that sound extremely dark and muffled, and horns 

that have a thin, shrill sound (which are in the minority of instruments being produced). The majority of instruments being 

produced are actually loaded with paint (lacquer) which deadens the vibrations of the instrument. Yeah, you’ll get a dark 

tone, but you’ll be going about it the wrong way! Get a horn that will give you a big, full sound, while letting you ALSO get 

some edge to it, if you decide to use a mouthpiece that is designed for an edgy tone. It’s best to define the tone and resis-

tance by your mouthpiece selection so the instrument will resonate at it’s best. For a jazz saxophone, I recommend that you 

get a large bore instrument. You can always make a compact sound by playing a mouthpiece that has a smaller chamber, or 

a brighter sound by playing a mouthpiece that has a high baffle, etc. Again, avoid lacquered instruments, because lacquer 

is nowhere near as dense as the metal it’s covering, and it will actually absorb vibration. But similar can be said for the 

thickness of the metal - one brand may have very slightly thinner metal than another, so know that the more material (metal 

OR paint) you have, the more restricted the vibration of the horn will be. If you have a horn that is heavily plated, the plating 

will add to the thickness. I suggest trying both an unlacquered saxophone and a fully silver plated saxophone, both of the 

same model, and see which sounds best to you. But remember, it’s best to get an instrument that has a little too much 

“headroom”, a pretty high ceiling, so you can pretty much peel the paint off of walls if you ever wanted to! Remember that 

the horn should be very free-blowing, but still have a big sound to it...this way, you can adjust resistance and tone with your 

mouthpiece and reed selection. Also, try a few different alloys if you get a chance. I would avoid copper because it is quite 

soft, and soft = dulled vibration (like how lacquer is soft, and deadens sound). Red brass MIGHT be an option, but it could 

easily be too soft and deaden vibrations a bit too much. Yellow brass is the safest alloy to go with, and most instruments are 

made from it. Bronze and Nickel Silver are quite dense, which will give you a very bright sound (assuming the thickness is 

about average to that of a brass saxophone) but if the sound is too thin, maybe consider going with an alloy that’s not quite 

as dense. The most important thing is to try everything out before you buy a horn, and don’t fall for any of the gimmicks out 

there, because it all boils down to a saxophone being a tube with a bunch of holes in it! :) The way it looks, the amount of en-

graving, the fancy little dodads that are glued to it, etc., none of that matters when you’re listening to a recording of yourself 

or playing it on a gig. And I don’t think there are any saxophones out there that are worth the hefty price tags of most of the 

horns being sold today. Anything over $3,000 better come with insurance and a lifetime supply of reeds or something!!! On 

a related note, don’t buy a horn just because it’s “vintage”, because most of them are terrible-sounding (I think I must have 

gotten all the terrible ones when I was considering buying a Mark VI back in college!). I think I tried about 7 really bad Mark 

VI’s before I found a good one! Also, the fake vintage paint jobs that are being done on new horns is deceptive to say the 

least. Where is the originality? Jazz is an art form that SHOULD be innovative and fresh, and so should instruments be that 

are marketed towards jazz saxophonists. Most companies just recycle old ideas or steal new ones. Let your ears tell you 

what horn to get, and know that high prices don’t matter. I think $2,500-$3,000 should buy a very capable instrument for any 

application.
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Here’s the run-down of what he most common chord abbreviations stand for (shown in the key of C):C Major = C Maj
C Dominant 7 = C7
C Minor = C-
C Minor 7 b5 = C-7 b5
C Diminished = C° (or C Dim)
C Augmented = C+

I figured it would be a good idea if I touched base with chords and chord changes a little bit. Just some basic jazz 
theory to introduce or re-affirm. I think I can break things down so that just about anyone can make sense of chords 
and changes without having to take lots of theory and jazz improvisation courses. Don’t let the changes get in the 
way of your creativity - use them, learn to play around them, weave in and out of them! But first you need to know 
how they work!

Chords are usually the I III V and VII of a given scale. If you’re asked to play the noes of a G major chord, the notes 
would be G, B, D and F#. The same goes for dominant 7, minor and minor 7 b5 chords (which are the most com-
mon changes used in jazz, rock and blues).
Next we discuss chord symbols. Here’s an example of chord symbols you might be asked to solo over...

The examples above show the basic overtones you’ll get when fingering a low Bb, B, C and C#. It 

doesn’t matter if you’re playing soprano, alto, tenor or baritone, you’ll still get all of these notes out of 

your horn when you’ve mastered the various embouchure “adjustments” required to get the various 

overtones. “Adjustments” should be made to your jaw pressure, chin “flatness”, bottom lip position, 

throat openness, tongue arch/position, and air speed. But the main thing is to be able to hear the 

note you’re aiming for before you attempt to play it! So, if you know the overtone you’re planning 

to hit is a middle Bb (like in the first measure above), play a regular Bb just to get that pitch in your 

head, then finger the low Bb and adjust your embouchure to get that low Bb to produce a middle Bb. 

Continue to produce the rest of the notes in a similar manner. As far as producing these notes in 

general, you would want to start with a pretty loose embouchure for the first note, which, in this case, 

is a low Bb. To get that middle Bb to play while fingering a low Bb, try adding a little more lip pres-

sure, or try imagining your air being directed a little more upward. It’s tricky getting the first couple of 

overtones, but I’m a believer that if you master them, you’ll have greater control over your instrument. 

But since this involves embouchure changes, sort of similar in theory to playing altissimo, I recom-

mend that you stay away from playing overtones as well as altissimo, until you’ve been playing for 

maybe 3 or 4 years and have a saxophone teacher guiding you through learning these techniques, 

because it’s definitely not worth the risk of developing bad embouchure habits in general, which I 

believe is possible when a player gets involved in altissimo and overtones too early.

For an advanced player, you can add alternate fingerings that involve the use of the instrument’s 

overtones, such as fingering a low Bb to get a middle Bb sound - since a low Bb is a saxophone with 

all of the pads closed, the note will resonate completely out of the bell and will give a louder, “boomi-

er” sound, especially when playing into a mic. 
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If you want to give yourself an edge when improvising, break it all down ahead of time. Experiment alone with a keyboard 

and find out what you like and don’t like when improvising over various chord changes. Come-up with a few short musical 

phrases for use in specific keys (particularly for dominant and minor 7). This way you’ll always have something to fall-back 

on if you’re having an off day creatively. And it’s very easy to modify “patterns” on the spot. One of my all-time favorite sax 

players, Michael Brecker, frequently incorporates patterns into his solos. That guy seemed to have it all together - great 

tone, tremendous musical expression, great knowledge of theory, an amazing altissimo player, and the list goes on and on. 

But I know the reason why he’s so good is because he’s got all the basics doen 100%. So he’s able to concentrate on being 

creative, not having to focus as much on if he’s playing in tune, if his reeds are working, what notes are in various chord 

changes, etc. - he did his homework! And that’s the goal for ALL sax players I think - to be so prepared that you can just go 

on autopilot at any given time and just have fun!

Ok, now it’s time to incorporate all of this into some very unique and original patterns! In the 3 examples above, I incorporated elements 

such as chord extensions, chromatic, the blues scale, etc., just to get the ball rolling for you to write patterns and exercises of your own over 

various chord types using those particular elements. In Example 1 (above), I started out on the 9th, then chromatically down to the root (G), 

then up the chord extensions: 9, 11, 13 (A, C, E), up to a high G (root), then I add some of the notes found in the G blues scale going down 

(G, F, C# and Bb). Example 2 starts with the chord extensions (11, 13, 9), then it goes to the 3rd of the chord, 1/2 step to chord tone (C# to D, 

and G to G#), which, when combinin those four notes, you have segments from a G half/whole diminished scale! This pattern finishes with 

the 3rd going to the root. Example 3 starts with a 5, 3, 1 (a reversed F-7 b5 chord), then dances around chromatically a bit before it ends on 

the 5th. Experiment a lot! Let your ear be the final word of what is tasteful and what is over the top regarding the context that your patterns 

will be used in. I highly recommend that you always make an effort to keep certain elements “in tact”, meaning, if you’re going to add a little 

bit of a blues scale in your pattern, be sure to add enough of the blues scale so that it SOUNDS like a blues scale - if you were to only add 

the tail end of the blues scale, like the last 2 or 3 notes of it, I’m not sure if that’s going to give the effect of a blues scale, because you really 

need to do proper justice to it, so make sure your ear picks-up “blues” from whatever snippet of the blues scale that you decide to weave-into 

a pattern of yours. The same applies to diminished, whole-tone, chord extensions, etc. If you throw everything into one measure, the ele-

ments will not have the breathing room to be heard for their distinguishable characteristics, so like I’ve mentioned, always test everything out, 

and let your ear be the final word!  

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

You’ll need to write different patterns for each kind of chord change. The pattern you wrote for a minor 7 b5 would not sound 

good when played over a major chord, so like we discussed, note selection is very important! When dealing with different 

kinds of chord changes (minor, major, dominant, etc.) you’re obviously dealing with different notes in the construction of the 

chord and scale (like there is a b3 in a minor, where there is not in major or dominant, and so on).

We’ll start by writing some basic “inside” patterns just to get familiar with the form and function, then we’ll start introducing 

other elements that are not directly from the scale or chord (such as diminished, whole-tone, etc.), but let’s start-out with the 

basics. I like to use the major scale as my foundation and make changes to it to create several of the most common kinds of 

scales and chords, such as the dominant (a major scale with a flatted 7th note), minor 7 (I think of a dominant scale with a 

flatted 3rd and flat 13...and just add a flatted 5 to create a minor 7 b5).

Let’s begin discussing pattern writing with the basic of basics, the major scale. First off, remember to keep your patterns 

simple! The idea is to write a very short musical phrase using the notes of the chord and scale  that sound appropriate for 

the music you’re soloing in. For now, we’ll be writing totally “inside” patterns. In Example 4 (below) I wrote a simple pattern 

for use with a G Major chord change. I wouldn’t normally recommend starting on a 9th (which is an A in the key of G major), 

but I’m doing something similar to what I did back in Example 3 - I used the 9th, 7th and root (A, F# and G) from the G major 

scale, which is technically also a “half step to chord tone” pattern. So even though the F# is the 7th note of the G major 7 

chord, it is ALSO a half step below the root (the G major 7 chord being G, B, D, F#...and the G major scale being G, A, B, C, 

D, E, F#, G) - then I went from the root (G) to the third (B), then 4th (C) and 5th (D), which is like going up a scale for the final 

3 notes. Try playing it on your horn.
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The basic dominant 7 chord is composed of the 1, 3, 5 and 7 from the dominant 7 scale. An example would be a C7 chord: 

C, E, G, Bb. The C7 chord comes directly from the C7 scale (D, D, E, F, G, A, Bb, C). I’ve found that many improvisers, 

including advanced players who know their scales and chords very well, often keep the two as separate as oil and water 

when improvising - but if you look at a dominant 7 chord (1, 3, 5, 7) and it’s extensions (9, 11, 13), you’ll notice that it is 

just a re-grouping of a dominant 7 scale. The extensions (the shaded notes shown in the diagram above) can sound very 

“outside” or “dissonant”, depending on the musical context.

The trick, however, is not to just play random notes from the scale with expectations that everything will all tie-in perfectly. 

It’s important to do some ear training, and in this case, knowing where each note of the chord is in relation to how each 

note sounds. Using the structure of a chord (see the diagram above) will help isolate notes from each other, for easier ear 

training. Practice chords and extensions (playing one note at a time on your instrument for now) with the chord played on a 

piano/keyboard and your foot on sustain (or along with a backing track recording such as the Jazz Improv Lab Dominant 7 

Tracks backing tracks I created) and you’ll hear how each note sounds in relation to the chord.

Note: The 9, 11 and 13 are the same as the 2, 4 and 6 of a scale. Most will call them a 9, 11 and 13 in the context of either 

part of a chord or as an isolated note. When the same notes are discussed “within” a scale, most will just call them a 2, 4 

and 6.

When incorporating chords and chord extensions, try thinking as if you are reaching up to them (this visual can be helpful 

since they look as if they are climbing!). Below is an example of “reaching up” using chords and chord extensions.

           C7

           G7

           D7

           A7

           E7

           B7

           F#7 (Gb7)

           C#7 (Db7)

           Ab7

           Eb7

           Bb7

           F7
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For those who are new to improvisation, here are a few general thoughts and overall suggestions that should help you get started! 

First and foremost, it’s important to remember that even though improvisation is essentially a process of spontaneous melodic 

creativity, there is a lot of preparation that needs to be done ahead of time. You need to know what musical context you’ll be 

improvising in (whatever keys the band will be playing in, when the key changes will occur, etc.). Aside from this, you need to know 

your instrument and how to read music. I understand that some people play by ear very well, but I don’t think that is a very strong 

foundation in and of itself. Ultimately, a healthy combo of the “technical” (your scales, chords, to be able to read music and chord 

changes), and “aural” (using your ear) will give you a strong foundation to be able to create at a professional level.Besides knowing how to play your instrument and knowing the basic technical materials needed, I think it is vital that anyone 

interested in becoming a good improviser listen to professionals improvise on their instruments. Listening is VERY important, 

this cannot be emphasized enough! Beyond the technical is the artistic/emotional aspect, which is needed to achieve heart-felt 

sincerity when improvising, so it’s a balance between the technical and the artistic, left brain/right brain). Listen to other players, 

listen 50% and practice your instrument 50%. Don’t consider listening to be a part of practice time though, if you normally practice 

1/2 or 1 hour most days, then add the same amount of time to listening - and I don’t mean as background music, STUDY the music, 

maybe have headphones on and sit down, close your eyes and focus on what’s going on musically.Eventually, as you build your list of favorite improvisers, you’ll probably want to learn certain licks (melodic phrases) that they play. 

Now here is where you would combine listening with technical aspects. Fortunately, this book goes over the basic theory needed 

to identify a lot of what you’ll hear your favorite artists play. By learning dominant 7 scales, chords chord extensions, diminished 

scales, whole-tone scales, blues scales, etc., your ear should catch when you hear others play them (which is what I would consid-

er to be the description of a basic form of ear training - being able to identify a note or phrase that somebody else has played). So 

it will be a lot easier to catch what they’re playing to jut down their licks This is essentially what is called “transcribing”. You can find 

books of transcribed solos of many popular musicians - something to consider looking into some point down the road.So in general, keep the big picture in mind, set realistic goals for yourself, and, regardless of where you are technically (everybody 

is at a different stage), keep the basics that are mentioned in this book fresh (don’t get rusty!), and listen as much as you can! Re-

member that good listeners usually make for musicians that have good musicianship! When listening to recordings of your favorite 

artists, don’t always focus on that person, try to occasionally sit down and focus ONLY on the bass for an entire tune, or ONLY on 

the drummer. You will be amazed at how well this will get your attention focused on the big picture, as well as a deeper appreci-

ation and understanding of your musical surroundings, which is VITAL for good musicianship. And by studying things that other 

players are playing, you should do well studying your own playing WHILE you’re playing! You’ll be able to listen to your playing 

from a slightly different point of view, hopefully similarly to how say the guitarist or drummer or bass player might hear your playing. 

I should also mention, being more aware will shine light on any bad habits you have (which we all have, and which will hopefully be 

discovered and addressed through your private instrument lessons, assuming you take lessons) and awareness will let you push 

your creative abilities as well, which will take your playing to the next level!

Figure A
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It is good to “tactfully” use chords in one’s solo, just be sure to practice them and really get used to hearing how they sound 

before you start to apply chords and chord extensions to your solos. For starters, practice chords in an ascending order 
(like in the diagram at the top of the page) practicing with and without playing the chords on a piano or keyboard w/the 
sustain pedal pressed, or with an appropriate backing track.
Here’s an example in C7. Play each note as whole notes (4 beats per measure) at a relatively slow tempo, starting with the 

first (or “root”) note, a C, then add the next note of the C7 chord, which is an E (a 3rd), so play a C and an E. Now add the 

5th note, which will be a G (so play C, E and G). Now add the 7th to the group by playing a C, E, G and Bb. It really helps 
outline the chord well if you take the time to hear it “build” in a manner like that. Now, listen to how the extensions sound. 
Play your 1, 3, 5 and 7 (C, E, G, Bb) and add the 9th (a D), then repeat the 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9, and add the 11th (an F), and 
do the same when adding the 13th (which is an A). Hopefully this method is helping your ear recognize the relation that 
vertical note placement has when you include the extensions. Now try playing the C7 scale and notice how even though 
you’re playing the same exact notes, they give a very different feel when you play them vertically (chords) compared to 
horizontally (scales).

At a later time, once all of the basics have been learned (or refreshed, depending on your past music education), you will 
probably want to incorporate these and other elements into patterns (short melodic phrases) that can be subtly interjected 

into a solo, or be used as springboards to create something new.
When working-out your own ways of incorporating dominant 7 chords and chord extensions into your soloing, just remem-

ber how dissonant the extensions can sound, especially when soloing in a setting that may not call for something relatively 

“outside” or dissonant. Experiment with them and let your ear be your guide. Always remember that the theme here is im-
provisational experimentation in a practice environment, so never feel restrained to try new ideas, especially when you’re 

just at home practicing! 

The basic dominant 7 chord is composed of the 1, 3, 5 and 7 from the dominant 7 scale. An example would be a C7 chord: 

C, E, G, Bb. The C7 chord comes directly from the C7 scale (D, D, E, F, G, A, Bb, C). I’ve found that many improvisers, 
including advanced players who know their scales and chords very well, often keep the two as separate as oil and water 
when improvising - but if you look at a dominant 7 chord (1, 3, 5, 7) and it’s extensions (9, 11, 13), you’ll notice that it is 
just a re-grouping of a dominant 7 scale. The extensions (the shaded notes shown in the diagram above) can sound very 
“outside” or “dissonant”, depending on the musical context.
The trick, however, is not to just play random notes from the scale with expectations that everything will all tie-in perfectly. 

It’s important to do some ear training, and in this case, knowing where each note of the chord is in relation to how each 
note sounds. Using the structure of a chord (see the diagram above) will help isolate notes from each other, for easier ear 

training. Practice chords and extensions (playing one note at a time on your instrument for now) with the chord played on a 

piano/keyboard and your foot on sustain (or along with a backing track recording such as the Jazz Improv Lab Dominant 7 

Tracks backing tracks I created) and you’ll hear how each note sounds in relation to the chord.Note: The 9, 11 and 13 are the same as the 2, 4 and 6 of a scale. Most will call them a 9, 11 and 13 in the context of either 

part of a chord or as an isolated note. When the same notes are discussed “within” a scale, most will just call them a 2, 4 
and 6.

When incorporating chords and chord extensions, try thinking as if you are reaching up to them (this visual can be helpful 

since they look as if they are climbing!). Below is an example of “reaching up” using chords and chord extensions.
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